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TRANSLATING GERMAN, FRENCH, AND 
ITALIAN CHEMICAL LITERATURE 

HENRY FISCHBACH, 
The Langiw,ge Service, New York, N. Y. 

The object of th is paper* is to outline bri efly some of the major 
problems facing the translator of foreign chemical texts, and to offer a few 
practical suggestions for solving them. 'l'he intention is not to lay down 
any ironclad rules which will apply in all cases, but rather to recommend 
a few simple mental techniques calculated to facilitate the work of the 
chemist who may be called upon to translate from the foreign lite rature. 

f]J COGNATES : 

Recognition . 'l'he ability to recognize English cognates of fo reign 
technical terms greatly facilitates the translation of technical material for 
anyone who is faced with a foreign text in his own field of specialization. 
Chemists who write in German, French, and Italian-the only languages 
which will be considered here-are not only professional colleagues whose 
minds are likely to work along the same scientific lines as that of American 
chemists, but they are also to some extent terminological brothers under 
the skin. This is more or less truc of all fields of science, wher e specialized 
terminology has been evolved in one country and just as quickly adopted 
in another . Technical terminology generally keeps pace with scientific 
discovery, and as the results of individual and original r esearch become 
known so do the new terins used to describe this research. Of course, by 
the time they reach us many of these terms have already been anglicized. 
Familiarity with a few basic principles enabling one to spot cognates 
automatically, as it were, will obviate the need for much time-consuming 
word hunting in the many instances where the English cognates can be 
detected at a glance. 'rhe examples given below are not always applicable, 
and there are a number of linguistic pitfalls to be avoided-cases where 
apparent cogna tes can turn out to be '' false friends.' ' 

Perhaps the most useful aid in r ecognizing cognates is a knowledge 
of the vowel and consonant changes which tend to recur frequently. The 
following enumeration of such changes makes no pretense at completeness, 
and although the cases illustrated will not be applicable always, they will 
be helpful in most instances. 

(*) Reprinted from Advances in Che-nùstry Se-ries, Number 10 (1954) , b y permis
sion of the copyright owner. 
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The consonants b , and f, v, or w are sometimes inter changeable. Thus, 
t he German word Süb er is cognate to silver. W ismuth , on the other band, 
is bismuth . In German, the let.ter b will often r eveal an English cognate 
wh en changed to f , as in ha,lb meaning hall . 

In Italian, the letters c, ch, or cc will often hide a cognate. Thus, 
wolino is kaolin, eccipiert t e is excipient, and cbinino is quinine. In 
German, the letters ch wi ll frequently become qu, as in Cbinaldin (qui
naldine) and Cbinol ( qu inol). ln F Tench, ch is also sometimes equivalent 
to qu, as in cbinoline ( quinoline) . 

The letter k does not exist in Italian, except in a handful of foreign 
words-mostly proper names. For example, one of the standard Italian 
dictionaries,<5> somewhat like the French " Larousse,'' contains roughly 
120,000 entries, but only about 50 of th ese appear under the letter k. Since 
ch in Italian is generally pronounced k, such Italian words as cbilometro 
and cbilogra,mma are cognate to the English words k ilometer and kilogram. 

'l'herefore, when confronted with a word containing the letters ch, one 
should mentally allow for th e possibility that there is an English cognate 
wher e these letter s wi ll have changed to qu or k . As often as not, however, 
the English will also be written with ch , but then th er e is no pr oblem 
because the cognate is overt and not hidden. 

'l'he corn bination cl or cr in Italian will often stand for chl or chr 111 

English, as in cloro ( chlorin e) and cromo ( chromium ) . 
Conver sely, English words written with a c will often be cognate to 

German words written with a k , as in k olloidal (colloïdal ) , Koks (coke) 
and k alorisch (calorie) . German words ending in cht ar e generally cogna te 
to English words ending in ght, as in Licbt (light ) and Fracbt ( freight ) . 

The thing to remember, th erefore, is that the letters c, ch, qu , k , and 
gh are to a large extent interchangeable, and when confronted with a word 
containing any of these consonants one should be mentally pr epared for 
the change. 

With regard to the letter d, in cognate words it corresponds to German 
t or th, as in T ochter ( daughter ) and T od ( death ) . This latter example 
shows that, conversely, German d is sometimes cognate to English th , as 
also in Brnder (bro ther ) . 

When faced with a foreign word containing the letter f, especially in 
Italian , the English cogna te (if there is one) will immediately corne to 
mind if the f is mentally changed to ph , as in fenolo (phenol ), asfalto 
( asphalt ), and a less obvions example, because it con tains a double con
sonantal change, ca,nfora, ( camphor ) . In cogna te words, English f may 
also correspond to German v, which is understandable if one r emembers 
that in German the letter v is pronounced f . H ere are two examples: 
V ater ( father ), vorwiirts ( forward ). 

A single or double g in Halian will often give a clue to the English 
cognate when the g or gg is changed to j or dj , as in getto (jet) and 
aggiustare ( adjust ) . 

Although the letter h does exist in Italian, it exists only as an expe
dient in writing to differ entiate between two words which are identical in 
pronunciation but dissimilar in meaning (as between anno, year, and 
b anno, t hey have), or else as part of a consonantal group such as ch or cch. 
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In Italian, the' letter h has no consonantal standing of its own. When it 
occurs by itself, other than in such cases as just illustrated, it is as part of 
a foreign word, proper name, or place name. The standard Italian dic
tionary mentioned earlier lists only about 80 words under the letter h. 
This ther efore presents a problem since a large number of Italian words 
will be recognized as cognates only if an h is mentally added. First of all, 
the are all the words containing such radicals as hydro and hypo, which 
in Italian will appear as idro and ipo. For example, rather than reach 
for the dictionary, supply an h in such words as alcool (alcoh ol ), idrato 
(hydrate ), iposulf ato ( hyposulfate), aldeide ( aldehyde), idrolis (hydro
lysis ) . 

'l'he last four examples conveniently bring us to the vowel i. In 
Italian, this vowel can probably hide more cognates than any other single 
letter. Since Italian does not have the letter y at all, countless Italian 
words with i are direct cognates to English words written with y. The 
example of idrolisi (hydrolysis ) is especially revealing because both the 
:first and second i change to y. 'l'he same is true of idross ile (hydroxyl ) . 
Here are two more examples of this change: acet ile ( acetyl ), arnile ( amyl ) . 
Therefore, when an Italian word with an i, either at the beginning or in 
the rniddle of the word, is suspected of being a cognate, the assumption can 
often be turned to certainty by mentally substituting a y or hy for the i. 

The letter j in English presents no problem in French to which it is 
cognate. Nor does it present a problem in Italian for the very good r eason 
that it simply does not exist in that language. In German, however, the j 
is sometimes cogna te to our y or i, as in J ahr ( year ) , J odid ( iodide) and 
J on ( ion ) . 

The letter k was discussed above in connection with c, ch , and qu, and 
the letter 1 is generally cognate in the foreign. M and n, however, are 
sometimes inter changeable when preceding f and ph . W e have seen that 
the English cognate of the Italian word can fora is camphor. 'l'he same 
is true of French where, for example, the word con fort is cognate to 
corn fort. 

The vowel o, notably in French and Italian, may be cognate to u, as 
in fonction (fonction ) and pornpa (pump ). 

In German, pf is cognate to English p, as in Hopfen (hops) and 
Tropfen (drops) . 

Since the letters q and qu have already been discussed and since the 
consonant r generally presents no problern, we now corne to the letters s, t , 
and z which do. 

In Italian, the double ss is almost always cognate to our x , as in 
cornpl'esso ( complex ) , ossido ( oxide) , and refliisso (reflux ) . When it 
precedes p, the Italian s also becomes x , as in espansione (expansion) . In 
German and French words con taining the letter s, the s generally r emains 
unchanged in the English cognates. 

The letter t in Italian can also be an annoying but, as we shall see, 
transparent screen behind which a perfectly good English cognate will 
lurk, especially when one t combines forces with another. 'l'ake the word 
ottano (octane), or the words elettrico ( electric ), eff etto ( effect ), contatto 
(contact ) . As is evident, the double tt becomes et. I-Iere is one case where 
it becomes pt : settico (septic) . 
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!::lince the lrtter h in Italian is merely an auxiliary and does not have 
any standing of its own, it is r easonable to expect that En glish words with 
th will, when we meet them in Italian, have lost the h en route. Such 
Italian words will r ead like perfect English if the h is rcstored in its 
familiar place behind the t , as in catodo (cath ode ) and rnctano (methane), 
or, for those who prefer a somewhat more challenging mental exer cise, here 
is an example of another double chan ge : etile (eth yl ), in which the t 
becomes th and the i becomes y. 

The last example of vocalic and eonsonantal changes in Italian is the 
Italian name of a chemical compound which requires seven letter changes 
before it becomes recognizable in English, namely esaossicicloesane. 
By restoring the two missing h 's, changing all the s's to x and all the i's 
to y , we finally get h ex aoxycy cloh ex ane, or of course, hexahydroxycy
dohexane. 

In French and German, the letiers t and th are a help rather than a 
hindrnnce in recognizing cogna tes, ex<:ept that occasiona lly one will find 
an extra h after the t as a form of ant iquatr d spelling in German, as in 
T h eil for T eil (part) . 

The letter z is the last of tl1e changrs selectrd for illustration. }fore, 
the difficulty is in connection with the z in German, which rnay be<:orne 
c or s in the English cogna te, as in Kalzium (calcium ) and Z11cker ( sugar ) . 

(] FALSE FRIENDS: 

Xow a word of caution whid1 shonld dampen anyone 's excessive 
enthusiasm for cognate-hunting. 'rherc are rnany words, especially in the 
Romance languages, the spelling of which so elosely resernbles that of 
certain English word<s that one ma,\· be t E'mptecl to translate them literally. 
~.\.lthough similar in form. these words arc frequently differ ent in meani.ng, 
and the chancf's are against any passage being correctly translatable by 
simply substituting the apparent- but false-cognate. 'rhis is an important 
pitfall to avoid, and such '' false fri ends. '' as profession al translators call 
them, should never be taken at face Yalue. 

'rhis problem is particularly acute when translating from French. A 
considerable number of French worcls have found a secure place in the 
English language in almost unchanged form. However, the meaning of 
some of thf'se worcls has evolved along different lines, so that a worcl which 
crossecl the English Channel at the end of the eleventh century, let us say, 
and had the same meaning on both sicles of the water at that time, may 
have a cliffer ent meaning toclay. 

The phrase, "ce tt e expérience a f>t é d'intérêt," con tains two false 
fricds. lt does not necessarily mean "th is experience was of interest,'' 
although in some contexts it ma~' · In teehnieal, and especially in chemical 
texts, it means, "this experimen t was usefu l " or " this experiment was of 
val ue," or eYen "this was a significant ex periment." Another example: 
" Cette réaction a, pratiquem ent donn é dn c11,ivrc" cloes not inclicate that 
the "reaction practieally yielcled coppt>r," but rather that it yielded copper 
''in practice, '' or more srnootbly rendered, '' tbis r eaction actually yielded 
copper. '' 
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Another French wol'd which should not always be t ranslated literaly, 
especially in technical texts, is the word important. In addition to its 
obvions abstract meaning of ''important,'' it also has the concrete meaning 
of large or substantial, as in this example: "Nous avons obtenu une quan
tité importante de l'aC'ide,'' which shoul rl corrrctly br translated as. ''we 
obtained a substantial quantity of the acid.'' Ilere are two more French 
words which should be car efully interpreted on the basis of the context: 
une lecture is not ''a lecture,'' but a reading. Sans doute may mean 
"without doubt," but more often it means just the opposite, namely, 
probably or perhaps. Yon can r eadily see how a translation of the phrase, 
"ne me dérangez pas!" would be somewhat lacking in accuracy wer e it 
rendered as "do not derange me!" Translating from French presents 
many such pitfalls. 

An example of a false friend in Italian is the expression, temperatura 
ambiente, which should not be t ranslated as '' ambient temperature, '' 
needless to say, but as '' room temperatu re. '' 

You will also encounter a n umber of false friends in German, although 
less frequently so. A few examples which may be regularly found in 
technical texts have been selected. The expression, T echnische Hochschule, 
does not, all appearances to the contrary, mean '' technical high school.'' 
It stands for " institute of technology" or "polytechnic institute." In 
German, a Hochschule is a university. Another false friend German is one 
which all of us have warmly embraced a t one time or another. I am 
referring to the word eventuell. N either in its adjectival nor in its adverbial 
fo rm does it mean "eventual " or "eventually." In German, this word 
denotes contingency in the sense of our own noun '' eventuality. '' Accord
ing to W ebster, the corr esponding English adjective and adverb originally 
had the same meaning, but this meaning is now obsolete. In German, the 
word eventiiell can variously mean, ''if necessa ry, '' ''in certain cases,'' or 
just '' perhaps. '' Let me illustra te: '' Die.se Ergebn,isse werden eventuell 
veroff entlicht werden'' does not mean that the '' results will eventually be 
published," but rather that t hey may be published or that they will 
"perhaps" be published. 

The words neben and durch are two more examples which should not 
be taken at face value. Although neben can mean next to, it is often 
preferable to translate it as in addition to. 'l'he wo rd durch may have to 
be translated as through in some contexts, but in others it is more properly 
rendered as by or by means of. Thus, durch Erhitzen is not "through 
heating,'' but by heating. Carbonsiiure is another case in point. It is 
properly r endered as carboxylic acid, not '' carbonic acid,'' which in 
German is J[ohlensiiure. 

lj PRE,FIXES A:N>D SU1FFIXES : 

A less elusive subj ect is that of prefixes and suffixes. I have selected 
a few typical ones in German, French, and Italian, and shall indicate their 
English equivalents, which may sometimes be cognate, but just as fre
quently not. 

In German, the prefix unter- often becomes hypo-, sub-, or infra-, in 
addition to the more obvions under-, as in the following examples: unter-
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phosphorig (hypophosphoric), Untereinheit (subunit ) , and unterbelich
ten ( underexpose ) . The antonymie prefix über- can become per-, super
( or supra- ) , hyper-, and ultra- in add.~tion to over-. Sometimes, it must 
be r ender ed by the word, excess : U bero.rcyd ( peroxide), über-basisch 
(super basic ) , überelastisch (hyperelast ic), ü_~errnikrometer ( ultramicro
meter ), überlanfen (overflow or flow over ) , U berhitze (excess heat ) . 

A useful rule to r emember is that, generally but by no means always, 
über in chemical compounds is per- and in verbs ove r-. Conversely, unter
is h ypo- in chemical compounds and under- in verbs. 

The French and Italian prefixes corr esponding to those mentioned are 
fairly easy to identify and need not be discussed. The same is true of the 
Romance-language suffixes -able, -ible, and -able (in French ) and -abile, 
-ibile, and -ivile (in Italian ) . These correspond to the German suffix 
-bar, which, in English, is gener ally -able, -ible, or -uble. F or example, 
German haltbar equals French stable and Italian stabile (English : stable ). 

The corresponding nouns-that is, those which in English end in - ity 
( e. g., stabil ity )-as a rule have the following endings in the other thr·ee 
languages: German, -keit (as in, B estiindigkeit ); French, -ité (as in, 
stabilité ) ; and Italian, -ita (as in, stabilita ). 

A chemical suffix which may be difficult to equate is -ure in French 
and -uro in Italian. These suffixes denote a salt and are r endered as -ide 
in English-e.g., chlorure or cloruro is chloride. 

In the introduction to his invaluable " French-English Dictionary for 
Chemists",(3) Austin M. Patter son mentions some very helpful hints for the 
translation of organic compounds from French, where the prefix or suffix 
is the key to the correct t ranslation. 'rhey are quoted here, with his kind 
p ermission , because as a rule they also apply to Italian. 

1. Tran. late oxy- by hydroxy- when it designates hydroxyl, as is 
commo11l)· the case in organic names. When oxy- designates the ketonic 
group ( CO) it is prefer ably t ranslated oxo- or keto-. 

2. Translate names of compounds the chief f unction of which is 
alcoholic or phenolic so that the name ends in -ol ; as, glycerol, r esorcinol, 
manni tol, pinacol ( not pinacone). 

3. When the French ending -ol does not indicate hydroxyl it should 
be translated -oie (as, anisole, indole), or in the case of a few hydrocarbons 
-ene (as benzol, benzene; toluol, toluene; styrol, styrene ). 

4. 'l'he ending -ine or -in should be t ranslated -ine in the case of basic 
substances and -in elsewhere; as, aniline, glycine, palmitin, albumin. Ex
ceptions ar e benzine ( meaning benzene) and the names of alcohols and 
phenols [ see <3>) ] • 

5. 'rhe fonn amido- should be so translated only when it denotes com
bination with an acid group. Usually it is to be translated amino- ; as, 
acide arnidoproprionique, aminoproprionic acid ; amidophénol, amino
phenol. The same holds for imido-, anilido-, etc. 

6. In such combining forms as bromo-, cyano-, chloro-, nitro-, etc., 
when they denote substituting radicals, the connective o is to be used 
invariably; as chlorobenzène or chlorbenzène, chlorobenzene; acide chlora
cétique, chloroacetic acid. This usage is by no means universal, but those 
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who cannot reconcile themselves to such sprllings as " bromoacetic " should 
at least avoid the German forms bromphenol, acetphenitidine, etc., by 
using the connective o before consonants. (French literature does not 
con tain so many of these objectionable forms as does the German.) 

7. 'l'he French ending -an e should be translated -ane if it is the name 
of a hydrocar bon (or parent heterocyclic compound ) which is fully 
saturated; otherwise, -an. Examples : methane, menthane, tolan, furan, 
pentosan. 

8. Names of acids ending in -carboniq ne are translated -carboxylic, 
not -carbonic. 

f1[ INVERSIONS : 

W e now corne to the question of inversions, which are characteristic 
of French and Italian, and which may present somewhat of a problem. 
Although in German the adjective generally precedes the noun, as is usually 
the case in English, this is not true of French and Italian where, as a rule, 
the adjective follows. I-Iere are some examples : 11.ne solution concentrée 
(a concentrated solution ) , acide nitrique (ni tric acid ) , nel campo speciale 
(in the special field ), carbonata sodico (sodium carbonate), etc. 

From wher e the English translator sits, Frent:h and Italian invert 
the words in chemical compounds, occasionally connecting them with the 
preposition of- i. e., di in Italian and de in French. By r eading them in 
inverted sequence, and forgetting about the preposition, the English equiv
alent immediately becomes apparent. For example, bromure de calcium 
(calcium bromide) , acide de fortr e ( tartaric ac id ) , acetato di all11.mir1io 
( aluminum acetate), bagn o di olio (oil bath ) , etc. In certain cases, howev
er, the cognate is not as easily detected, even after the inversion has been 
rnentally made. Thus, acide chlorhydrique (h ydrochloric acid ) , alde1.de 
formica ( formaldehyde) . By loca ting the hydro radical-or, as a colleague 
once put it, " looking for the hidden water "-in the foreign na.me of the 
compound. one will often be able to translate it at a glance. 

The fact that the French and Italians call sodium chloride chlon1re 
de sodium and cloruro di sodio explains why one will occasionally find 
equations where NaCl appears as ClNa. This is true of so many compounds 
that some chemical equations in French and 1talian often look as if someone 
just jumbled all the chemical symbols. 

Another thing worth remembering is that when an adjective following 
two or more nouns is in the plural, it applies to all the nouns and, in 
English, should therefor e precede all the nouns, not just the last. For 
example, "à une tempéra.tu re et 11n e pression élevées" means "at a high 
tempcrature and pressure. ' ' Likewise, '' acido nitrico, siûfilrico e idro
ffuori:co concentrati " means " concentrated ni tric , sulfuric, and hydrofluoric 
acids. '' 

Such inversions as generally occur in French and Italian may occa
sionally also occur in German. especially in a composite word designating 
a chemical compound in which the basic element is at the end. When 
translated, the elements must be inverted, as in f{ohlenw asserstoff (hydro
carbon ) , 'l'etra.chlorkohlensto ff (ca r bon tetrachloride ) , Schwef ekohlen
stoff ( carbon disulfide ), Chlorwasserstof f (hydrogen chloride ), etc. 
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Inversions such as the above also extend to dates. When, in a foreign 
text, you see 6.2.52, what is meant is February 6, 1952, not June 2, 1952. 

fJl ACCENTS : 

Accents in French and Italian, as well as in other lauguages, often 
have more than a phonetic function. In German, the umlaut is not an 
accent but a diacritical mark which changes the vowel over which it 
appears. Certain words will have different meanings depending on 
whether they are written with or without accent or umlaut. H ere are a 
few examples. 

In German, the verb forcl e1·n means to demand or to daim ; with the 
umlaut-i.e. , fOrclern- it is an entirely different word meaning either to 
promote or to convey. In French, the noun cote means quota or quotation ; 
with the cir cumflex accent- i.e ., côte-it means slope, coast or rib ; if in 
addition to the circumflex accent over the o there is also an acute accent 
over the e-i. e., côté-the word means sicle. The word ou \Nithout an 
accent is the conjunction or, and with an accent-i. e.,-où, it is the adverb 
where. In Italian, the letter e without an accent means and ; with a grave 
accent-i. e. ,-è, it is the Yerbal form of " to be" and means is. 

fJl THE DECIMAL POINT : 

The decimal point in almost all foreign languages is not a period but 
a comma. When a German, J<' rench, or Italian c:hernist writes that he 
added 18,050 grams to a solution in a test tube, he does not mean that 
"eighteen thousand and fifty" grams were added, but that 18 .050 were 
added; conversely, where we use a comma to set off every thousand group 
in a figure, the foreign language will generally use a period. Thus, 18 .050 
grams is no t eighteen grams and fiïty milligrams, but 18,050 grams. 
Sometimes, the custom is to use no punctuation at all to set off each 
thousand group, but mer ely to leave a space: 18 050. In some German 
texts one may find a raised period to indic: ate the clivision- i.e., 18·050. 

fJl THE PERCENTAGE SIGN: 

The per centage sign in the foreign is generally the same as in English 
-i. e., % or, as acceptable variants, per 100, pour cent, per ccnto or even 
o/ o. None of these present any particular problem, but what does are such 
signs as Oj oo and o/ oo to indicate per mill. In such cases, it is often 
desirable to couvert into per cent. For example, Abbiamo ilsato solnzioni 
a,l 1 % o c al 10 / oo (or 1 o / oo ) dei sali, shoulcl preferably be rcnder ed as 
" W e have used 1 % and 0.1 % solutions of the salts." Ther efore, 10; 00 
shoulcl be convertecl to 0.1 % and 10 / ooo to 0.01 '/c. 

fJl ABBREVIATIONS: 

W e now corne to the problem of foreign abbreviations, and a consid
erable problem it is, because the abbreviations used are sometimes of the 
author 's own invention (in which case, the best we can hope for is that the 
context will indicate what the.r represe nt ) , and they may be of a local 
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nature ( either ·lirn ited to a fairly smalt geographical area, ot· to a rather 
restricted field or industry ) . 

vVhen abbreviations consist of several captial letters, one should 
mentally be prepared to invert the letters, as this rnay occasionally provide 
a clue. Thus D J11I L-i.e., dose minirna letale-is MLD ( minimum lethal 
dose) ; S.N.C.-i .e., (sys tème nerveiix central ) is C.N.S. (cent ral nervous 
system ) ; etc. Foreign authors do not appear· to adhere to a ny uniform 
or standard set of abbreviations for weights and measures. French and 
Italian texts present the most flagrant evidence of this lack of uniformity. 
Thus, to indicate cubic centimeters (cc.) , we may find such a variety of 
abbreviations as cm3

, ccm., cc. m., cm. cube (or cm. cubico ) , %m3, and 
occasionally even cc. The varieties of abbreviations for milligram (mg. ) 
reflect an even more fertile imagination. At one time or another I have 
encountered: rnm.g., rnm.G., mrng., mmG., rnmgr., rnmGr., mm/ G., G/ mm 
(which should indicate "grams per millimeter," but not always does ) , 
and even o / oo g. Where ther e are several possibilities, the context will have 
to be r elied upon to determine the correct meaning of the abbreviation. An 
interesting set of abbreviations, found in German, is Jato for Jahrestonnen 
(tons per y~ar ); Moto for Monatstormen (tons per month) ; and Tato 
for Tagestonnen (tons per day ). 

This completes my brief outline of the problems i11volved in technical 
translation. It is very incomplete, even as an outli11e. But the best I 
could hope to do was to present some of the highlights, and to offer a few 
practical suggestions. <2 i 
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* 
NEWS BRIGHTENERS: 

London, March 23 (Reuters) . - The Sunda11 Times today reports this 
conversation between a visiting American a nd a teacher at straight
backed Eton : 

American : Do you a llow your boys to smoke ? 
T each er : I'm afraid n ot. 
American : Can t h ey drink ? 
T eacher : Good gracious, no ! 
American : What about dates? 
Teacher : Certai nly, as long as they don't eat too rnany, 
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